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ABSTRACT: Plasmonic structures are known to offer strong
local enhancements of the electric field for interaction with
molecules and materials in their vicinity. However, they
inherently suffer from high losses and absorption, which can
occur in both surface plasmon polaritons and localized
plasmons in particles, on which we shall focus. An effect of
those losses, and an aspect often neglected, is the local heating
of the nanoparticle due to the absorption of incident radiation
and the transduction into thermal energy. This increase in the
nanoparticle temperature, and in turn in the surrounding
medium, can directly disrupt the response of the system due to changes in the optical properties of the medium and nanoparticle
itself. This is especially a problem in the spectroscopic analysis of matter, where the advantage of field enhancement due to the
plasmonic effect can be obstructed (or hampered) by a local temperature increase affecting the pure electromagnetic response of
the sample. Here we investigate the use of subwavelength structures made of high refractive index dielectrics with ultralow losses
in the optical and near-IR regime, gallium phosphide (GaP) in this case, as a novel way to approach applications that require
near- and far-field enhancement, such as surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy, but with the peculiarity of not perturbing the
response of the sample under evaluation due to local heating. In particular, we show a comparison of the near- and far-field
enhancing performance of plasmonic dimers with the one obtained from similar structures made of GaP. This study opens new
possibilities to overcome losses and heat generation issues associated with plasmonic nanostructures in a range of applications in
nanophotonics and metamaterials.
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Plasmonics is a field that aims to exploit metallic
nanostructures to control and manipulate light at the

nanoscale and beyond the diffraction limit.1,2 It is well known
that metallic nanostructures possess the ability to show
resonances in their optical response. These resonances, so-
called surface plasmons, are given by the collective oscillation of
the conduction electrons near the surface of the metal.3

Numerous configurations4,5 made of metallic nanostructures
have been proposed and have been a subject of great interest
and widely investigated for their potential use in technological
and biological applications6,7 in the wavelength range from 300
to 2000 nm. However, ohmic losses resulting from free-electron
scattering in the metal is a major limitation for the performance
of plasmonic structures, which in turn affect their spectral
tunability.8,9 Losses occur to surface plasmon polaritons at flat
or rough interfaces as well as to localized plasmons in particles.
In this work, we shall focus on the latter. Numerous attempts to
design plasmonic materials with improved losses compared to
metals have been recently performed by using unconventional
plasmonic materials to control the complex permittivity of the
structure, since this influences the resonant behavior and loss in
plasmonic nanostructures.10,11 Moreover, this unavoidable
problem of losses in metallic structures is stimulating the

study of subwavelength dielectric particles with high
permittivity (such as silicon or germanium) as constitutive
elements of new material designs and devices based on low-loss
dielectric resonators.12−16 These elements, apart from low
losses, possess the ability to show not only electric resonances
but also very intense magnetic ones.
Also, a lot of attention is recently being paid to dielectrics not

only as an alternative to metal plasmonic antennas but also and
more importantly as a source of magnetic response at optical
frequencies.17 In a recent work,18 we showed how the optical
response of dimers made of high refractive index dielectrics,
silicon in particular, produces intense electric and magnetic
fields outside the particles, which make them ideal candidates to
enhance the emission of electric or magnetic emitters, thus
becoming excellent dielectric optical nanoantennas.
An effect of losses in plasmonic metallic structures, and an

aspect quite often neglected with respect to surface-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy (SERS), is the local heating of the particle
due to the absorption of incident radiation and the transduction
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into thermal energy.19−21 Theoretical and experimental studies
have reported temperature increases ranging from 50 K under
continuous excitation to as high as 1000 K using pulsed light
sources.22 This increase in the particle temperature, and in turn
in the temperature of the surrounding medium, can directly
influence the apparent SERS signal and has been attributed to
several processes including thermal annealing, modified
adsorption/desorption kinetics of surface molecules, and
changes in the dielectric properties of the medium and the
particle.23 The physical implications and overall impact on the
SERS signal of each of these processes may vary, but
collectively are expected to influence the efficiency of both
photophysical and chemical mechanisms. In Figure 1 we show

an illustration of how heat generation may alter the response of
the molecules that are the target of spectroscopic analysis.
Figure 1a shows the action of a gold dimer working as a
nanoantenna for SERS. Figure 1b shows the same SERS
experiment but without altering the response of the molecules.
The aim of this work is to comprehensively investigate the

use of subwavelength structures made of high refractive index
dielectrics with ultralow losses in the optical and near-IR regime
(gallium phosphide in this case) as a new way to approach
surface-enhanced spectroscopies with the peculiarity of not
perturbing the response of the target under evaluation. We will
refer to these structures as ultralow heat nanoantennas.

■ METHODS
Theoretical Background. Nanoparticles (NPs) composed

of various materials (such as Au, Ag, and semiconductors) can
efficiently release heat under optical excitation. The heat
generation process involves not only absorption of incident
photons but also heat transfer from the NP to the surrounding
matrix. The mechanism of heat release is very simple: the laser
electric field strongly drives mobile carriers inside the material,
and the energy gained by carriers turns into heat.
Then the heat diffuses away from the nanostructure and

leads to an elevated temperature of the surrounding medium.
Heat generation becomes especially strong in the case of metal
NPs in the regime of plasmon resonance. In the case of
semiconductor NPs, the heat generation rate is much weaker
since heat dissipation occurs through an interband absorption
process with the creation of a single mobile electron and hole

(exciton). In the absence of phase transformations, the
temperature distribution around optically stimulated NPs is
described by the usual heat transfer equation:
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where r and t are the coordinate and time, T(r, t) is the local
temperature, and the material parameters ρ(r), c(r), and k(r)
are the mass density, specific heat, and thermal conductivity,
respectively. The solution of eq 1 has a transient state, and after
a characteristic time, it reaches its steady state.12,20−22 Thermal
processes in metals are fast, which means that a steady state is
rapidly reached (∼0.1 μs) for typical incident powers and metal
NP dimensions, similar to those used in nanomedicine.24,25

The function Qe(r, t) represents an energy (heat) source
coming from light dissipation (electromagnetic losses) in NPs:
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where the resistive losses are
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with j(r, t) being the current density, E(r, t) the stimulating
electric field in the system, ε0 the vacuum electric permittivity,
εi the complex imaginary part of the relative electric permittivity
of the material, and ω the angular frequency. Note that the 1/2
factor appears after time-averaging.
The magnetic losses Qml(r, t) are given by

ω= ⟨ · ⟩Q r t B r t H r t( , ) i ( , ) ( , ) tml (4)

where B(r, t) and H(r, t) are the magnetic flux density and the
magnetic field intensity, respectively. In order to obtain the
electromagnetic losses Qe(r, t), a system of Maxwell’s equations
including appropriate boundary conditions must be written,
which in the case of an ensemble of NPs, such as a dimer,
should be solved numerically. In our case, the whole process of
light absorption and subsequent heat transfer between the
nanostructure and the surrounding medium has been modeled
by means of finite-element simulations. For easy implementa-
tion and reliability of the solution, we have chosen Comsol
Multiphysics 4.3a (Comsol Inc., Burlington, MA, USA), which
provides state-of-the-art routines to solve partial differential
equations. In our simulations, we have assumed the electro-
magnetic losses from the electromagnetic waves in the NPs as
the only heat source. We furthermore made the adiabatic
assumption; that is, the electromagnetic cycle time (∼femto-
seconds) is short compared to the thermal time scale
(∼nanoseconds). In order to take into account heat dissipation
in our simulation region, we used a heat flux node across the
outer boundaries, defined by the equation

= −q h T T( )0 ext (5)

where h is the heat transfer coefficient, dependent on the
geometry and the ambient flow conditions, Text is the external
temperature (assumed to be the same as the initial temperature
of the system), and T is the temperature of the system. The
heat transfer coefficient h can often be estimated by dividing
the thermal conductivity of the convection fluid by a length
scale.23

System Description. We have performed finite-element
simulations on sphere and disk dimers made of gold (Au) and
gallium phosphide (GaP) in the visible (vis, 450−900 nm)

Figure 1. Artistic impression of a molecule located in the center of (a)
a metallic dimer made of gold and (b) a dielectric dimer made of GaP.
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range of the electromagnetic spectrum. All dielectric constants
were taken from Palik.26 In all cases, the dimers were
illuminated under normal incidence with the electric field
polarized along the line connecting the dimer. The incident
power density was 1 mW/μm2 in all cases, a typical value used
in many applications.27−29 If not stated otherwise, the dimers
were embedded in air, with a gap equal to 10 nm. We chose
appropriate sizes in order to have both Au and GaP resonances
at the (approximately) same spectral position, although all
results shown in this work are general and do not depend on
the particular sizes chosen here.
Regarding the finite-element simulations, we used an

approximated model based on a spherical simulation region
of radius larger than a wavelength, together with a mesh fine
enough as to allow convergence of the results. Most of these
results have been obtained following the procedures previously
outlined.12,20−22

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From a spectroscopic point of view (such as SERS or SEIRA),
only the molecule−antenna near-field interaction and the
enhancement of the molecule−antenna far-field radiation play
an important role.30 Thus, we have divided our results in far-
and near-field, showing spectral cross sections in one case and
spectral near-field enhancements and temperature increases in
the other.
Far-Field. Figure 2 shows the absorption (σabs) and

scattering (σsca) cross sections in the vis range for the case of

(a) a Au sphere dimer of radius 50 nm and a GaP sphere dimer
of radius 100 nm and (b) a Au disk dimer of radius 50 nm and
height 37.5 nm and a GaP disk dimer of radius 100 nm and
height 75 nm.
As shown and discussed in a previous work,18 when two of

these dielectric spheres are coupled together at close proximity,
the electric and magnetic resonances interact, distorting and
producing new spectral features. We observe that both the
magnetic and the electric resonances are shifted in wavelength
(the magnetic resonance to the blue and the electric resonance
to the red). The broadening and the larger scattering cross
section value of the peak around λ ≃ 610 nm is due to the
overlap of both the electric and the magnetic dipolar modes.
The sharp resonance around 500 nm comes from higher-order
modes (more precisely, the magnetic quadrupolar mode).
Although the original work was done in the near-infrared
regime,18 the same behavior can be observed in the visible
range if the size parameter is adequately adapted.
Additionally, it can be seen that the GaP scattering cross

section is as much as 5 times larger than that of Au for both
spheres and disks. This makes GaP a very good competitor
versus metals in terms of far-field enhancing performance. The
GaP absorption cross section vanishes from 500 nm on. In this
regime, within the transparent region of GaP (λ > 500 nm),
particles made of this material can be treated as non-Rayleigh
dipolar particles, as its index of refraction is real and large
enough to exhibit electric and magnetic resonances.9,31 For the
case of gold, however, the absorption cross section is reasonably
larger than that of GaP in most of the vis range. As we will see
in Figure 5, this has a direct implication in the heat radiation
exhibited by those structures, showing GaP as a clear candidate
for applications where low heat radiation is required.

Near-Field. Figure 3 shows the electric field enhancement
and the temperature difference (with respect to the initial
temperature) in the center of the gap for sphere and disk
dimers, for both Au and GaP in the vis range (the geometrical
sizes are the same as in Figure 2). Unlike in the case of the far-
field scattering cross section shown in Figure 2, the Au dimers
offer a (as much as twice) better near electric field
enhancement as compared with GaP. The near-field response
of GaP is remarkably broadband though.
The temperature difference, however, shows a drastic

contrast between Au and GaP, with temperature increases
over 600 K in both sphere and disk Au dimers embedded in air.
Going back to eq 3, it can be seen that the resistive losses partly
depend on the complex imaginary part of the relative electric
permittivity of the material εi. For the case of GaP, εi = 0 for
most of the vis range (from 500 nm on), thus producing no
resistive losses at all (no heat transfer) and therefore no
temperature increase in the center of the gap (embedding
medium).
Figure 4 shows the resistive losses for Au and GaP sphere

dimers calculated at the absorption resonance of Au (taken
from Figure 2, with the same geometrical sizes). As can be seen
for the case of Au, the resistive losses are concentrated at the
surface of the spheres, being zero in the surroundings (in
accordance to eq 3, as the imaginary part of the air electric
permittivity is zero). Equation 1 allows us to propagate the
resistive losses (generated heat) to the embedding medium and
obtain the temperature rise in the center of the gap. The GaP
dimer shows no resistive losses at all, as specified by eq 3, given
that the imaginary part of the electric permittivity of GaP is
zero for λ > 500 nm. It is important to note that, for any

Figure 2. Absorption (σabs) and scattering (σsca) cross sections in the
vis range for the case of (a) a Au sphere dimer of radius 50 nm and a
GaP sphere dimer of radius 100 nm and (b) a Au disk dimer of radius
50 nm and height 37.5 nm and a GaP disk dimer of radius 100 nm and
height 75 nm.
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practical realization, metal impurities will cause the imaginary
part of the electric permittivity (and therefore losses) to be
nonzero, but still very low.
In Figure 5 we show the temperature difference in the center

of the gap of a sphere dimer calculated at the absorption
resonance of Au (taken from Figure 2, with the same
geometrical sizes) as a function of the incident power density,
for both Au and GaP in the vis range. It can be seen that the
temperature rise in the center of the dimer gap strongly
depends on the incident power density. The GaP case once

again presents no temperature difference at all regardless of the
incident power density.
Notice that the dependence of the temperature increase on

the incident power density is not perfectly linear, due to the
interaction of the particles and the field localization in the gap.
In order to clearly illustrate one of the possible influences

that a temperature rise may have in the plasmonic response of
nanostructures in a real situation, we have explicitly considered
the case of a single gold sphere embedded in a surrounding
medium with a temperature-dependent refractive index. This
system tries to mirror the effect of a molecular sample
embedded in an aqueous medium such as those typically used
in spectroscopy experiments, such as SERS, SEIRA, or
biological sensing.32 Regarding the temperature-dependent
refractive index nsm, we have relied on the temperature
dependence of the refractive index of air (in the ideal gas
limit), but adapted to the case of an aqueous ambient medium:

Figure 3. Electric field enhancement (a and b) and temperature
difference (c and d) in the center of the gap for (a and c) a sphere
dimer and (b and d) a disk dimer, for both Au and GaP in the vis
range. The geometrical sizes are the same as in Figure 2

Figure 4. Resistive losses for (a) Au and (b) GaP sphere dimer
calculated at the absorption resonance of Au (taken from Figure 2,
with the same geometrical sizes).

Figure 5. Temperature difference in the center of the dimer calculated
at the absorption resonance of Au (taken from Figure 2, with the same
geometrical sizes) as a function of the incident power density, for both
Au and GaP in the vis range. The insets show the temperature
distribution around the sphere dimer for selected incident power
densities.
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Figure 6a shows the temperature-dependent refractive index
of the surrounding medium as given by eq 6. Taking Figure 3c

into account, we may connect the temperature difference with
the incident wavelength and therefore calculate the wavelength
dependence of the surrounding medium’s refractive index,
which is shown in Figure 6b. The reference case ΔT = 0 °C
(shown by the dashed red line) corresponds to an aqueous
ambient medium (nsm = 1.33).
As expected, the biggest departure from the ΔT = 0 °C case

occurs at the resonance position (around λ = 550 nm), where
the temperature difference is largest and therefore the deviation
of the refractive index from the reference case is maximum too.
Notice that, as shown in Figure 6, the refractive index of the
surrounding medium decreases as we increase the temperature
difference. Thus, a blue-shift of the resonance peak is expected,
corroborated by Figure 7, which shows the spectral extinction
efficiency for an isolated sphere made of gold of radius R = 50
nm embedded in a surrounding medium with a temperature-
dependent refractive index nsm given by eq 6. The wavelength-
dependent temperature difference has been taken from Figure
3c. The dashed red line corresponds to the reference case ΔT =
0 °C.
As expected, the resonance peak blue-shifts with respect to

the reference case (ΔT = 0 °C) when embedding the gold
nanosphere in the surrounding medium with a temperature-
dependent refractive index. This is because the surrounding
medium’s refractive index decreases as we increase the
temperature difference (as shown in Figure 6). In a typical
SERS experiment, if we were to accurately excite the plasmonic
resonance of such a gold nanoparticle embedded in the

aforementioned medium, we should take into account the blue-
shift associated with the temperature difference.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The effect of the losses, inherent to plasmonic structures and
leading to the local heating of the particle due to the absorption
of incident radiation, is an aspect often neglected despite the
fact that it is of critical importance when seeking to perform
unperturbed molecular spectroscopy. A full electrodynamical
study was performed, comparing the optical response of
subwavelength metallic (Au) and dielectric (GaP) dimers
acting as nanoantennas in the near- and far-field region, with
the aim of finding a material that can overcome this plasmonic
losses problem but providing enough far- and near-field
enhancement, which is a prerequisite for surface-enhanced
spectroscopies. We have numerically demonstrated that even
though the near-field-enhancing capability of GaP nanoparticles
is comparatively less intense than that provided by metallic
nanoparticles, the stronger far-field enhancement together with
the absence of losses makes it a promising alternative candidate
to perform surface-enhanced spectroscopies. Also, these ultra-
low-heat antennas open the path to extend these spectroscopies
to samples that may exhibit not only electric but also magnetic
optical response and, more importantly, without external heat
perturbation that may disturb the sample response.
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